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Quality and Used Car Pricing: Can the Automotive Consumer Guide Quality rating replace typical vehicle characteristics used in pricing models?



Manil Fares



This paper examines the potential use of quality rating in a hedonic car pricing model. A regression model that includes quality indicators reveals their significance. The significance of these indicators reveals the need to address quality in developing such models. Also, the relationship between annual mileage and household characteristics is examined in order to determine whether annual mileage truly reflects used car pricing and not household characteristics. It turns out that annual mileage is affected by household characteristics as well as vehicle condition.
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Introduction The car market is often seen as giving sellers an unfair advantage over buyers in terms of knowing the true value of a used car. This uneven playing field needs to be dealt with by determining what information will help the buyer better understand what the vehicle is worth. Previous papers have used various measures of automobile characteristics in order to obtain a measure of quality and its impact on price. However, the quality rating provided by the Automotive Consumer Guide is a measure of key automobile characteristics. So replacing the characteristic variables with the simpler Consumer Guide quality rating should provide the same result of quality’s relationship with price. A hedonic pricing model is developed using used car prices from Kelly Blue Book and value in class ratings from the Automotive Consumer Guide. This paper reveals the usefulness of quality ratings as a measure of vehicle quality. Clearly, mileage and vehicle year are expected to influence a used car’s price, so these two variables are included in the model. Fuel economy in terms of miles per gallon was also included as a possible component of used car price. The determinants of car price are important to everyone since we have all been buyers of vehicles at some point. A potential buyer of a vehicle may not want to look through the various characteristics in order to determine what the overall quality of the vehicle is. Being able to simplify the complex array of characteristics into one value will make car buying easier. On the other hand, Engers’ research focuses on annual mileage as the main factor in deterioration of used vehicle price. Focusing on only one variable would result in an incomplete model. His research does disaggregate data by brand and household characteristics. However, it seems that specific vehicle characteristics have an
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impact on used car price. The Automotive Consumer Guide specializes in coming up with an accurate rating unlike a researcher obtaining all quantifiable characteristics that he thinks are important. The experts at the Automotive Consumer Guide spend a large amount of time researching vehicles and the reports they produce reflect the information that the average consumer would like to know about a particular vehicle. The results reveal the unquestionable ability of quality ratings to affect vehicle price. All four quality rating variables for compact, midsize, large and performance cars are statistically significant in the price model. However, the mile per gallon characteristic of vehicles is insignificant. The regression analysis revealed that vehicle age and odometer readings are highly correlated and that vehicle age is a more significant factor in used car price. This is a surprising find confirmed by Kelly Blue Book which showed slight price changes for different odometer readings, but major price changes for different vehicle years. Engers’ argument that annual mileage is related to vehicle age and family income is also tested. The r-squared value is less than ten percent which leaves Engers’ results somewhat questionable. There are other factors that alter annual mileage, which are not measured in the data. Literature Review Not all vehicles are created equal; therefore, a pricing model for cars would need to reflect these differences. The forms of hedonic models are not limited by economic theory (Bajic 890). “The principal quality characteristics desired by car buyers may be taken as: comfort, durability, economy, maneuverability, performance, safety, and style” (Boyle 84). Numerous vehicle pricing models were developed in order to determine how to represent these characteristics. Typical variables included in car pricing models have
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been horsepower, brand, fuel efficiency, acceleration, and weight. Subjective characteristics such as comfort were measured in terms of what the researcher thought was representative and quantifiable. Bajic’s study found statistically significant variables such as height, weight, width, and brand (Bajic 894). On the other hand, Atkinson’s research reveals the significance of styling, acceleration, comfort, and foreign make (Atkinson 422). It is difficult to develop a model that would encompass all possible significant characteristics without running into statistical problems. Multicollinearity is an obvious problem that results from including numerous related characteristics (Atkinson 417). There are many important characteristics in determining price and demand which lack the desired subjectivity that consumers have when they purchase a vehicle (Trandel 522). Not all vehicle characteristics are important to a buyer. Quality is difficult to measure, but not including it will result in coefficients that are biased. Atkinson’s study did include a quality rating from Consumer Reports and it was found to be insignificant. This is an understandable result because the quality rating is only a comparison quality among cars of the same class such as compact, midsize, large and performance vehicles. In Atkinson’s model the rating was taken at face value which would make a score of 6 for a Ford F-150 pickup truck the same as a score of 6 for a Porsche Carrera. In order to avoid this problem, an interaction variable is included that will represent the quality of the vehicle within its class. Engers and Hartman’s regression analysis reveals the significance of mileage driven. It is found that annual mileage decreases as the vehicle’s repairs exceed the benefit of driving it (Engers 2). The household would drive the newer car more often and
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use the older vehicle for small trips. However, there are other factors which affect annual mileage such as household income, distance driven to work, number of vehicles owned and number of drivers. Cars are durable goods that are expected to last, so households will tend to drive the same amount of miles every year because of the other factors that affect mileage. It can be the case that a new driver in the family starts using the old car. The age of the car will have a larger impact in creating price depreciation rather than the annual mileage. Initial quality of the car would play a role in used car pricing. A car with a high quality rating is perceived to be better and therefore, more likely to keep its value over a longer period of time. The adverse selection problem is quite significant for used cars. The seller knows the condition of the car and how it was taken care of. The problem of adverse selection is more related to the age of the vehicle rather than the annual mileage because the increased unknown that comes with age. The condition of a two year old car is easier to determine than the quality of a ten year old vehicle. Furthermore, households make different decisions of when and why to sell their used cars. Many households get rid of the vehicle when it becomes a lemon, a car of poor quality. In 2001, only 1.7% of household expenses are car maintenance and repairs, a small negligible amount that provides further incentive to keep the car until it is difficult to cheaply repair (ftp://ftp.bls.gov/pub/special.requests/ce/share/2001/age.txt). Furthermore, adverse selection will put the price of a used car between the price of a lemon and that of a good car (Akerlof 488). There will be a much lower incentive to sell a good car because of these two reasons. The market price of a used car will be over representative of lemons in
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the market. People with good cars will hold onto them longer until their condition deteriorates enough to be considered worth selling at the lemon price. Model The main model is a used car pricing model that uses the quality rating from Automotive Consumer Guide: logprice = β0 + β1qualitycom + β2qualitymid + β3qualitylar + β4qualitysport + β5year + β6odometer + β7epampg + u In this model, logprice is the log of retail price of a particular used car, qualitycom is an interaction term that allows for interaction between quality rating and compact cars, qualitymid is another interaction term for midsize car quality, qualitylar is quality for large vehicles, and qualitysport is the interaction between quality and sports cars. These quality interaction terms were produced to distinguish the quality ratings throughout the four major classes. The proportion of premium vehicles such as premium compact, or premium sporty was too small to include in the model. The year variable is a value of 111 to represent the age of the vehicle, odometer is the number of miles recorded on the vehicles odometer, and epampg is the miles per gallon variable. This is unlike the typical car pricing model because it doesn’t include specific vehicle characteristics such as horsepower, width, length, and style. This model will reveal the usefulness of the quality rating in reflecting what consumers’ desire in a vehicle. Age in the form of vehicle year is expected to be main cause of changes in vehicle price. Total mileage is expected to be heavily related to age and will result in a multicollinearity problem which is dealt with by excluding total mileage if needed. Quality rating is included in the model because higher quality vehicles are valued more
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by consumers and will be reflected in price. Prices are taken recently from the Kelly Blue Book website and it is of interest to test whether there has been any gas price effect on vehicle price. The Environmental Protection Agency’s mpg indicator is a measure of miles per gallon of gasoline for each vehicle, higher mpg is greatly desired and price should be affected by this variable. However, the EPA mpg value is only true for when the vehicle is new, and numerous conditions including age can greatly impact the car’s current consumption of fuel. Only odometer reading is expected to have a negative coefficient. The other variables are positively correlated with price. The second model is an attempt to recreate Engers’ results for annual mileage and year: 1)



logmiles= β0 + β1logyears + β2hhincttl + u 2)



logprice = β0 + β1logmiles + u



Logmiles is the log of annual mileage reported by the vehicle owner, logyears is the log of model year, and logprice is the log of the vehicles retail price. Engers’ results reveal a correlation between the age of the vehicle and the annual miles driven. There is also an expected relationship between annual miles and price. The more miles that are driven on a vehicle annually than the more likely the car is in good condition giving it a higher value. The hhincttl variable is the household income and is expected to have a relationship with logmiles. Higher household income leads households to drive more according to the study. Furthermore, Engers disaggregated the data by vehicle brand to determine a brand effect. Only 300 observations will be used, therefore, disaggregating by brand cannot be done. In the Engers model, there are no negative coefficients expected.
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Data The 300 observed vehicle information is provided in the National Highway Transportation Survey for 2001(http://nhts.ornl.gov/2001/index.shtml). This information includes vehicle year, make code, model code, annual mileage, and odometer reading. Income and other household characteristics are also provided by 2001 NHTS data. The measure of household income was in a range of 1 to 18. When a respondent indicated an income of 1, it was considered between 0 and $5,000 and income was reported in increments of $5000. An income of 18 could be any amount greater or equal to $100, 000. Only compact, midsize, large and performance cars were used and premium vehicles were excluded. Trucks, vans and SUVs were excluded because of their differences. Observations that were missing crucial information such as odometer readings were excluded. Observations before 1990 were left out because the Automotive Consumer Guide lacked their quality rating. The retail price of a particular car is found on the Kelly Blue Book website (www.kbb.com) by using vehicle year, model, make and odometer reading. The standard trim of each vehicle is picked to represent the particular observation because trim information was not included. The price of the used car is based on excellent condition and standard features with automatic transmission as default. The quality rating of each vehicle observed is obtained from the Automotive Consumer Guide by also using vehicle, year, and model/make information in the used car section of their website (http://auto.consumerguide.com/Auto/used/). The class of each vehicle is provided by the Consumer Guide and is used to make the four quality rating by class variables.
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The table below contains the descriptive statistics for all variables included in the models.



Logprice Qualitycom Qualitymid Qualitylar Qualitysport Odometer Epampg Year Logmiles* Logyear Hhincttl*



Mean



Median



3.627 1.569 2.826 0.918 0.465 6.992 28.799 7.054 3.980 0.7972 11.278



3.646 0 0 0 0 6.290 27.400 7.000 4.011 0.845 12.00



Standard Deviation 0.226 2.532 3.102 2.284 1.545 4.354 4.170 2.905 4.011 0.845 12.00



Minimum Maximum 3.031 0 0 0 0 0.116 22.000 1.000 2.093 0 1.000



4.088 10.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 23.000 54.500 12.000 5.214 1.079 18.000



* Only 264 observations of logmiles (log of annual mileage), and 302 observations of hhincttl (household income). All other variables have 316 observations.



It is interesting to note that only the compact class of vehicles has a maximum of 10 in quality. The rating of 10 is very difficult to attain and only the 2001 Honda Civic received such an honor. High quality ratings were not concentrated amongst certain brands. Unlike popular belief, American-made cars were just as good, or bad, as Japanese vehicles. According to the owner of a 1995 Ford Laser, it was highly fuel efficient at 54.5 mpg which is difficult to grasp as being realistic. The average income of respondents is between $50,000 and $60,000 and the average vehicle age is 7.05 years. The odometer variable is in multiples of 10,000. Results The regression result for the complete used vehicle pricing model yielded an adjusted r-square of 0.7567. The signs of the variables were all as expected including odometer reading which was negative. The only statistically insignificant variable is the
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epampg variable. There is also a strong relationship between odometer reading and vehicle age that can affect the regression results. Model1 Model2 Intercept 2.99971 2.92355 (43.13) (89.18) Qualitycom 0.03657 0.03833 (5.51) (6.65) Qualitymid 0.04391 0.04517 (8.62) (8.87) Qualitylar 0.04721 0.04867 (9.07) (9.27) Qualitysport 0.06023 0.06257 (8.96) (9.38) Year 0.05724 0.06268 (20.69) (28.23) Epampg 0.0004255 (0.19) Odometer -0.00592 (-3.22) 2 0.7567 0.7502 Adj. R 140.96 190.15 F-value(n=316) *t-values are in parentheses below parameter estimates. The null hypothesis, H0: β6=0, β7=0 is tested using an F-test of the restricted and unrestricted pricing model. F=5.162 and F-critical is 3.055 which means epampg and odometer are significant to the models estimation of used car price. The unrestricted pricing model explains 76% of the variation in used car prices. The lack of a statistically significant mpg variable could be because fuel efficiency does not vary significantly among all vehicles observed. From the summary statistics, the standard deviation of epampg was 4 miles per gallon. Furthermore, fuel efficiency has only recently become a significant worry for car owners. As a part of the sensitivity analysis, regressions were performed for three different vehicle age groups to determine whether the odometer reading variable is statistically significant within shorter ranges of age. The appendix provides the complete regression 10



results for groups: 1990-93, 1994-97 and 1998-01. The only statistical insignificance occurred in the 1990-93 vehicle years’ group, most likely due to a small number of observations. However, epampg was found to be statistically significant among the 199801 vehicle year group. It is not completely clear why this variable became significant. One possible explanation is the advancement in fuel efficiency technology which could have lead to significant differences in fuel consumption. The regression results of the simplified Engers’ model revealed statistically significant models. There is a statistically significant relationship found in logprice and logmiles models.



Intercept Logmiles



ModelLPRICE 3.27077 (20.66) 0.09191 (2.33)



Logyear Hhincttl Adj. R2 F-value(n=252)



0.0173 5.41



ModelLMILES 3.51891 (42.62) 0.04517 (8.87) 0.01390 (3.35) 0.1165 17.54



However, the adjusted r-squared is very low, so the variation in logprice is not strongly related to variation in logmiles. Engers’ results produced a model with r-squared 0.210 using disaggregated data by vehicle brand (Engers 17). Declines in price are more affected by vehicle age rather than annual mileage. The second regression shows annual mileage changes with age and household income. Higher income households drive more, and age decreases annual mileage. Only 11.65% of the variation in annual mileage is explained by the two variables. Engers finds “the effect age has on mileage (and consequently the vehicle’s value) cannot be estimated independently of household 11



characteristics and household-car portfolio choices” (Engers 20). Nonetheless, including other household variables such as number of drivers, number of workers and adults did not lead to a better model of annual mileage. The results of this regression can be found in the appendix. The adjusted r-squared for this model is only 0.1433 which makes other household characteristics slightly important. Qualifications The regression results that are compared to Engers’ results are different because the data used in Engers’ work are from the 1995 NHTS data. The results presented in this paper use the latest NHTS data for 2001. The model paper, Mileage drives Used Car Prices, also uses a much larger number of observations which includes premium and more types of vehicles. The model of this paper is based on 316 observations of nonpremium vehicles. Gathering data on other household characteristics would also improve on the annualized mileage regression. The amount of unknown responses was partially responsible for not being able to include other household characteristics. The hedonic car pricing model was mostly successful with significant results. One issue with the data is the lack of variety in vehicles, there was a large number of Buicks and Oldsmobile. This could be due to the nature of respondents who were most inclined to respond to the survey. Also, using standard trim as a substitute for not knowing the real trim of the vehicle affects the type of prices recorded. It would be helpful in the future if the National Highway Transportation Survey including more specific information on vehicles. Furthermore, the Automotive Consumer Guide limited the range in vehicle ages because they lack quality information on vehicles made before 1990.
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Conclusion The use of the quality rating from Automotive Consumer Guide in the used car pricing model turned out to be a success. It gives the typical buyer of a used car an indication of the vehicles initial quality. The use of numerous vehicle characteristics as components of a car pricing model results in possible problems including multicollinearity. The quality rating is provided by automotive experts who use the car in the same manner an owner would. The experts easily distinguish the way they evaluate a BMW 3-series from a Buick Century because owners of such cars typically value different aspects of either car and expectations are completely different. The vehicle year or age of the used car can be considered the most significant factor deterioration of car value. It represents the problem of adverse selection clearly. Although Engers developed a model that links annual mileage with used car pricing, it didn’t sufficiently reveal why annual mileage is a better measure of vehicle wear and tear than vehicle age. As a vehicle ages its condition is harder to determine from possible indicators such as annual mileage because households utilize cars in various ways. It’s difficult to distinguish a lemon from a good car by using household and vehicle indicators. Engers’ findings are correct to a large extent because many characteristics were held constant in determining the relationship between annual mileage and vehicle age. A possible extension of this line of work would be to obtain data on the owner’s annual maintenance and repair costs. Obtaining such costs would give a clearer picture of vehicle devaluation, in relation to price and annual mileage.
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Appendix Used car pricing models including regressions for three vehicle age groups Model1 Model2 Model1990-93 Model1994-97 Model1998-01 Intercept 2.99971 2.92355 2.85552 3.05068 2.84385 (43.13) (89.18) (16.76) (24.23) (22.81) Qualitycom 0.03657 0.03833 0.05675 0.05067 0.01011 (5.51) (6.65) (2.66) (4.67) (1.15) Qualitymid 0.04391 0.04517 0.06277 0.05562 0.02387 (8.62) (8.87) (4.28) (6.00) (3.81) Qualitylar 0.04721 0.04867 0.05905 0.05859 0.02937 (9.07) (9.27) (3.91) (6.79) (4.23) Qualitysport 0.06023 0.06257 0.07352 0.06548 0.04566 (8.96) (9.38) (3.94) (6.06) (4.42) Year 0.05724 0.06268 0.04894 0.05593 0.06327 (20.69) (28.23) (2.98) (5.54) (6.95) Epampg 0.0004255 0.00272 -0.00328 0.00820 (0.19) (0.41) (-1.01 (2.24) Odometer -0.00592 -0.00554 -0.00634 -0.00659 (-3.22) (-1.39) (-2.12) (-2.18) 2 0.7567 0.7502 0.3429 0.4399 0.6064 Adj. R 140.96 190.15 5.77 17.05 24.33 F-value n=316 n=65 n=144 n=107 n=316 n Engers’ model and more household characteristics ModelLPRICE Intercept 3.27077 (20.66) Logmiles 0.09191 (2.33) Year Household income Worker Count # of Driver # of adults # of household vehicles Adj. R2 F-value(n=252)



0.0173 5.41 14



ModelLMILES 3.53117 (42.65) 0.03010 (4.15) 0.00938 (2.18) 0.05697 (1.98) -0.00974 (-0.15) -0.00298 (-0.05) 0.03414 (1.09) 0.1433 8.00



Variable



Mean



Median



# of drivers # of workers # of vehicles # of adults



2.133 1.449 2.323 2.129



2.000 1.500 2.000 2.000



Standard Deviation 0.866 1.051 1.067 0.850



15



Minimum



Maximum



0 0 1 1



6.000 5.000 6.000 6.000
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Car Sharing is Growing - Automotive Digest 

Owners Offering Rentals, Insurance Options for Small Fleet. Owners ... â€œTuro is thrilled to open up the marketplace to small businesses around the country.
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Improving Automotive Safety by Pairing Driver Emotion and Car Voice ... 

ABSTRACT. This study examines whether characteristics of a car voice ... emotion: happy or upset) x 2 (car voice emotion: ... terms of cell phone use (or misuse).
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Enhance the Car Buying Experience & Sell More ... - Automotive Digest 

Outdated Lighting Costly Dealers Sales & Impacting Image: As an energy-intensive industry, automotive dealerships consume about 110 kBTU per square foot ...
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Enhance the Car Buying Experience & Sell More ... - Automotive Digest 

using outdated lighting technologies are sacrificing significant energy and maintenance savings along with aesthetics. Now, LED lighting provides light quality ...
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Quality Pricing-to-Market 

Feb 8, 2017 - and thus their marginal willingness to pay for quality increments. ... dence, the CEPR/SNB Conference of Quality Heterogeneity in International Trade, ..... sumption (3) with Î¸ > 1 is a common way to introduce convex .... thus operate 
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